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REGIONAL COMMrTTEE: TENTH SESSION 
: 

1 ADDRESS BY INCOMING CHAIRMAN: Item 4 of the Agenda 

A full text of the addre s s of the inCOming Chairman, Dr. CHANG, 

is given in Annex 1. 

2 ACCEPrANCE OF THE PROGRAMME FOR TECHNICAL DISCUSSIONS: Item 6.2 
of the Agenda (Document IfP!RC10!TD2) 

The CHAIRMAN invited Dr. OSBORNE (United States of America) to 

address the meeting and give some explanation of the procedures and 

programmes of the Technical Discussions. 

Dr. OSBORNE stated that in accordance with the decision of the 

ninth session of the Committee held in Manila, the subject ,of the 

Technical Discussions would be 'Tuberculosis Control'. He drew the 

attention of the members of the Committee to the working paper on 

"Developing trends in tuberculosis control' (document WP!RC10!TD1) 

'Which had been distributed to each member of the COmmittee, and which 

might be read in conjunction with the other resource material distri-

buted earlier, namely II A review of BCG vaccination programmes \I, and the 

"Technical guide for tuberculosis survey teams". In addition, there 

were three brief papers available in the Committee Room: (1) Tuberculosis 

prevalence survey in Taiwan, (2) Survey of tuberculosis prevalence in 

Japan, ( :3) Domiciliary chemotherapy in Taiwan. The report of the 

Tuberculosis Conference held under the auspices of the South Pacific 

Commission in Pago Pago, American Samoa in November 1958, which had 

also been distributed, could also very well be read in connexion with 

the Technical Discussions. It was proposed that the discussions 

should be divided into three headings: (1) prevention, including 
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health education of the public, BOO vaccination and imm:unization, and 

management of chronic cases; (2) tuberculosis prevalence surveys, and 

(3) case"finding and domiciliary chemotherapy. These would occupy three 

sessions. 

Dr. OSBORNE then referred to document WP/RC10/TD3 which outlined 

the procedures and techniques to be used for the Technical Discussions. 

For purposes of the first session, there would be three discussion 

groups and representatives had been assigned to each group as indicated 

in document WP/RC10/TD5. 

The discussion group leaders would be: 

Group A Dr. G.O.L. Dempster (New Zealand) 

Group B 

Group C 

Dr. F. Nepomuceno (Philippines) 

Dr. G. Wijsmuller (Netherlands) 

To assist in the conduct of the discussions, it was proposed that 

a steering committee consisting of the three discussion leaders and 

members of the WHO secretariat - Dr. Penington, Dr. Huggins, Dr. Thomson, 

Dr. Roberts and Dr. Shu, should be set up. 

Dr. OSBORNE asked that the members of the Steering Committee 

assemble immediately at the close of the present session. The first 

session of the Technical Discussions would be held at the COnference 

Hall at 2.30 p.m. 

Although the discussion would be an informal part of the Regional 

Committee meeting, official representatives were invited to participate 

in the discussion to make it successful. 

Dr. OSBORNE then proposed acceptance of the Technical Discussions 

programme (document WP/RC10/TD2). 



REGIONAL Ca.MTTEE: TEMH .SJi;SSION 

It was so agreed. 

3 REPORI' OF THE REGIONAL mREe:I?OR: Item 9 of the Agenda (Documents 
WP/RClO/2, Add.l and Corr.l) 

The REGIONAL DIRECTOR in presenting his report made brief mention 

of some of the major happenings. 

During the period under review international personnel were withdrawn 

from five projects. Much of the success of these projects was due to 

the enthusiasm and interest of the governments and the fact that national 

counterparts were available, so that when the moment came to transfer 

complete responsibility to the national staff the Organization knew that 

the activities would continue in good hands. 

The trend towards integrated public health services had continued 

to make progress. steps were also being taken to establish or strengthen 

rural health services. These developments were particularly important 

because many of them were occurring in countries where ~rogress had been 

hampered by unsettled conditions, shortage of medical and auxiliary staff 

and lack. of funds. 

Continued emphasis had been placed on the importance of maternal 

and child health projects and during the past year there had been evidence 

of a trend towards closer co-ordination of preventive and curative health 

services for mothers and Children. New activities in this field had 

been the socio-anthropological studies carried out during the year in 

the Federation of Malaya and Tonga which indicated the very significant 

influence of the social and cultural pattern of the country on child 

nutrition and chiJ.d rearing. 
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Nursing activities had continued to expand and in this field parti

cularly there had been increased responsibility on the part of the 

national counterparts. Programmes for the preparation of nurses and 

midwives were now established in most of the countries and response 

to recruitment was much improved. 

In the field of environmental sanitation special emphasiS had been 

given to the strengthening of training activities in Member countries. 

The attention of the Committee was drawn in particular to the training 

in design of water-borne sewerage systems being given to a group of 

young engineers from Member countries in connexion with the China 

environmental sanitation project, which was described on page 17 of 

the report. 

Activities to control or eradicate communicable diseases had 

continued according to plan. MaJ..aria programmes w'ere being intensified 

as a result of the additional staff provided with the assistance of 

the Malaria Eradication Special Account. The fall in the incidence of 

yaws resulting from the mass campaigns had been maintained and in 

certain areas the goal of eradication had apparently almost been 

achieved. In all programmes in this field emphasis had been placed 

on the eradication of the disease as the ultimate goal, coupled with 

an improved rural health service. In the field of tuberculosis control., 

the concepts of integration and consolidation had gained greater 

acceptance. 

In the field of education and training, similar progress had been 

made. There had, however, been a slight decrease in the number of 

fellowships awarded for study within the Region (44.;pj, conwared with 
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48.710 last year). It was hoped that this was merely temporary and that 

next year the number of intra-regional fellowships would increase. 

In concluding the REGIONAL DIREGrOR stated that for the first time 

all the posts of area representatives were filled. From the point of 

view of the Regional Office such appointments had continued to be very 

us ful and he hoped that the governments in the various areas also 

considered that these appointments were of value. 

Referring to the Regional Director I s annual report, the CHAIRMAN 

stated that this was co~osed of four parts: Part I - General, Part II -

General statement of Activities in the Region, Part III - Special 

Evaluation Summaries, and Part IV - Project List. 

It was suggested that the review of the report should be made 

paragraph by paragraph. 

Dr. YEN (China) referred to the important change in the staffing 

pattern of the Regional Office and aSked the Regional Director to give 

some explanation with regard to the ~amation of the posts of 

regional advisers for tuberculosis control and venereal diseases and 

tr ponematoses control into one regional adviser called regional adviser 

for communicable diseases, the abolition of the post of regional adviser 

for health education, the establiShment of the post of regional adviser 

on parasitic diseases, and the appointment of a regional adviser for 

nutrition. Dr. Yen considered it an i~ortant change and felt sure 

that members of the Committee would be interested to have some 

information. He further stated that he had no doubts that the Regionel. 

Director must have some good reasons for this Change. 
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Another point raised by Dr. YEN was in respect to the grading of 

the regional. adviser for communicable diseases whj,:ch he considered a 

li ttle too low. In view of the amalgamation and increased responsbil1 ty 

on the part of the Regional Adviser, he hoped that the grading of the 

post would be raised. 

The REGIONAL DIREc:rORremarked that he was happy that the question 

of reorganization of the staffing pattern of the Regional Office had 

been raised. He could give a full justification for the changes made; 

however, the question of grading of posts was purely administrative 

in nature and the decision was a prerogative of the Regional Director. 

The Committee would certainly agree with him that the public health 

problems in the Region were varied and great in number, and that the 

Organization had only a limited amount at its disposal to deal with 

these problems. It was, therefore, his responsibility to see that 

this relatively small amount was used as economically but as effectively 

as possible to meet all these problems. In starting its activities, 

the Organization had tackled the ,communicable diseases as its first 

objective. Gradually, its scope had expanded into social and 

industrial hygiene, cancer, research, etc., in the last ten years. 

For almost ten years, the basic pattern in the vlestern Pacific Region 

had however not been changed, although a great many problems had been 

encountered. The fields to which no specialist advisers had been 

assigned were attended to by the public health administrators who, 

because of the many responsibilities given to them, could not give as 

much technical attention to each of these special.ized fields as might 

be desired. For example, there was no specialist adviser assigned to 

the field of nutrition, but this did not mean that there were no 
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nutrition problems in the Region. In fact, these were so many that the 

Regional Of'fice just did not know 'Where to start. It had, therefore, 

been found advisable to set up the post of regional adviser in 

nutrition, but to do this, money had to be found. The Regional 

Director emphasized that he did not wish to create the impression that 

the work done by the Organization in the field of tuberculosis in this 

region was enough; the work could be continued for many years. The 

post of regional adviser in tuberculosis had been the first to be 

established in 19;0. The seeds had been sown and it would take some 

time for them to grow. For this reason , it was thought that it might 

be desirable to suppress the post temporarily. Arrangements had, 

however, been made so that all the tuberculosis activities in the 

Region could be looked after. Dr. Thomson, the Area Representative 

covering the northern part of the Region, was a tuberculosis 

specialist and would assist governments in his jurisdiction in this 

regard. Dr. Roberts, the new ,Area Representative for Australia, 

New Zealand and the South ;Pacific territories, had been the Regional 

Adviser in Tuberculosis for ten years and would do the same. Further

more, it had been decided that now was the best time to do this 

reorganization in view of the anticipated reorganization of the 

Tuberculosis Section at Headquarters in October, at 'Which time there 

would be a new chief of' the section, and a possible reorientation 

on the Organization's policy as regards tuberculosis. The Regional 

Of'f'ice would wait until the reorientation had been fully carried 

out before deciding on the re-establishment of the post of' regional 

adviser in tuberculosis. 
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Another change in the staffing pattern of the Regional Office was 

the suppression of the post of regional adviser in health education of 

the public and the establishment in its place of the post of regional 

adviser in parasitic diseases. It was fully realized that health 

education was a very fundamental part of the health activities in this 

region and the assistance given in this field during the past seven 

years had been gaining results. Health education work was being under

taken everywhere and time must be given to these health education 

speCialists to develop their activities. It might, of course, be 

necessary to send short-term consultants to advise them in their work. 

On the other hand, there was a grOwing demand for assistance and advic 

in the control of parasitic diseases. In the Philippines, for example, 

the schistosomiasis project had been in operation for almost six years 

but still there was much to be done. There was the very important 

problem of clonorchiasis and paragonimiasis in Korea to 'Which no 

tangible answer could be found at the present time. The Regional 

Director said that these were only a few of the reasons for the proposed 

establishment of the post of regional adviser in parasitic diseases. 

He again pOinted out that the amount of money allocated to this region 

was small, but the work to be done was unlimited in scope. He there

fore asked that the Committee support him in his decisions. 

Dr. YEN thanked the Regional Director for his explanation and said 

that the decisions taken were fully justified. He had raised the 

question simply to enable the members of the Committee and his 

delega.tion to understand the reasons behind the Regional Director's 

action and these were all appreciated. 
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Referring to item 5 - Co-ordination of work with other organizations 

on page 6, Dr. OSBORNE stated that, as the representative from one of the 

Member governments of the South Pacific Commission, he would like to 

express his Government's appreciation to the Regional Director for the 

co-operation which the Regional Office had given in the field of health 

of the South Pacific COnunission. In particular, he would like to conunent 

on the cordial reception afforded the Secretary-General of the South 

Pacific Commission during his visit to Manila following the last meeting 

of the Commission. A report on the meeting had been circulated to the 

Commissioners and the matters discussed at the Manila meeting would be 

further taken up at the twentieth session of the Commission which would 

begin in Noumea on 10 October 1959. 

Dr. OSBORNE also commented on the favourable impression created by 

Dr. Fa.lk.land, Regional public Health Administrator, who had attended the 

Fourth South Pacific Conference and the nineteenth session of the 

Commission in May in Rabaul. He specially referred to Dr. Falkland's 

address to the plenary session of the Conference in which he had discussed 

WHO projects in the Pacific Area and reaffirmed ~~Ors readiness to 

co-operate fully with the South Pacific Commission in the pursuit of 

their common goals and in discharging their responsibilities to the 

South Pacific peoples. The informal discussions between Dr. Falkland, 

the COnunissioners and the Secretary-General were helpful in promoting 

closer understanding of the problems involved. 

Dr. OSBORNE then mentioned the very valuable assistance given by 

Dr. Roberts, Regional Tuberculosis Adviser, to the success of the 

Tuberculosis Conference held in American Samoa. The Conference was 
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unique in defining the problem as it affected concentrations of popula

tion with diverse ethnic and cultural Characteristics, and it was 

expected that the recommendations would have far-reaching effects. 

Dr. OSBORNE also expressed pleasure that WHO planned to send an 

observer to the Filariasis Conference whiCh would be held in Noumea in 

November. This meeting would be attended by a. small number of experts 

who would review the work done since the Tahiti Conference in 1951. 

Its report would probably be referred to the Commission's ResearCh 

Council whiCh would meet in the spring of 1960 to discuss health matters 

and outline a programme for the following three years. It was hoped 

that a. member of the regional office staff would be able to attend 

that meeting. 

Regarding item 6.2 - World Health Day celebrations on page 9 of the 

report, Dr ~ KIM (Korea) mentioned some of the highlights of the celebra.

tion in Korea. whiCh did not appear in either the Regional Director's 

report or in his Government I s country report. World Health Day had 

been celebrated in Korea. on 7 April 1959. A ceremony had been held 

at the Seoul Municipal Theatre, during whiCh thirteen persons who had 

made contributions to the improvement of public health in the country 

were awarded letters of appreciation and commendation for their services. 

During the week beginning 7 April health exhibits on the subject of 

mental health had been displayed at the Korean Information Centre in 

Seoul. A psyCho-d.rama and other special programmes had been presented 

to the public. In the prOvinces the local governments had sponsored 

World Health Da.y activities in compliance with the instructions issued 

by the National Government. 
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Referring to the celebration of World Health Day in the Philippines, 

the REGIONAL mREoroR explained that the Government would observe a 

National Health Ueek each year, from 22 to 27 September, in place of 

the usual World Health Day previously celebrated on 22 July. 

Commenting on item 1.7 - Statistics of Part II of the report, page 

19, Dr. SCRAGG (Australia) noted the reference to a seminar on vital 

and health statistics to be conducted for territories in the South 

Pacific area. He noted that no funds had been provided for this 

activity in the regular budget, but wished to stress the importance 

of such a seminar for that area and urged that, if pOSSible, it be 

given a high priority by transferring it from the supplementary list 

to the regular programme in 1961. 

Dr. OSBORNE drew attention to items 2.1 - Assistance to educational 

institutions and 2.2 - Fellowships under Part II, pages 21-24, and said 

that his delegation was very happy to see that steps were being taken 

to set up a malaria training course in the French language. He hoped 

that this would make as important a contribution to the malaria 

programme as the training course at the Institute of Malariology in 

Tala, Philippines. 

He noted that the Regional Director's report placed great emphasis 

on the training of personnel through the award of fellowships and the 

development of national training facilities. It was noted that a total 

of eighty-eight fellowships had been awarded during the year, of which 

44.3% had been awarded for study within the Region, this figure being 

slightly lower than that reported last year (48.7%). Still, this was 

encouraging as it reflected the use of regional training facilities. 
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The report also dr w the attention of governments to the fact that as 

much as $2000 could be saved on a twelve-month fellowship if the fellow 

were placed within the Region. It was further noted that 9&fo of the 

returned fellows were now doing work appropriate to the studies under

taken through these fellowships. 

Dr. TRUONG (Viet Nem) referred to the malaria training course in 

the French language mentioned by Dr. Osborne, and informed the Co. ttee 

that the malaria eradication programme in Viet Nem was very important 

and the question of staffing was equally 1.nilortant. He noted that there 

were very few fellowships available for the training programme which 

would be held in Saigon, with the assistance of 'HHO, for the purpose 

of training a number of malaria workers from neighbouring countries such 

as Laos and Oambodia, Dr. Truong asked that this matter be given early 

consideration in order that that course could commence in the very near 

future to serve the three French-speaking countries in Indo-China. 

Dr. KIM noted that the Regional Committee at its previous sessions 

had passed resolutions recommending the use of training facil1 ties within 

the Region. He pointed out, however, that pOints such as the proper 

selection of the institutions where fellows were to be sent, the climate 

of the host country, as well as the qualifications and language ab1l1ty 

of the candidates were factors to be taken into consideration prior to 

placement. He said that past experience had shown that these had not 

been considered in some cases and he hoped that they would be given 

attention. The fact that the fellows who had returned from WHO fellow

ships abroad were now occupying key positions in the M:l.n1stry of Health 

and Social Affairs in his country was attributable to the contribution 

made by WHO. 
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With regard to item 3.1 - Malaria on page 24 of the report, Dr. SCRAGG 

stated that the Australian Government was very interested in the forth

cOming inter-country conference in New Guinea. He expressed confidence 

that this meeting would go a long way towards malaria control in 

Melanesia, where the control of the vector was difficult. Referring to 

page 25 where it was stated that plans had been made for an eradication 

campaign in the Territory of Papua and New Guinea, Dr. Scragg mentioned 

that this campaign was 'VTell under way, having connnenced nine months ago 

in the island region to the north of the mainland of New Guinea. 

In connexion with item 3.2 - Tuberculosis and BCG on page 26, 

Dr. TRUONG recalled the statement made the previous day by the represen

tative from the World Veterans Federation regarding the rehabilitation of 

tuberculous patients. This was a very inq>ortant problem in Viet Nam 

since there were many tuberculous veterans 'Who needed some care. 

Dr. Truong requested the Regional Connni ttee to take into consideration 

the request submitted by the representative from the World Veterans 

Federation. 

Dr. AZURIN (Philippines) noted from item 3.4.2 - Smallpox Eradica

~ on page 30 that in the organization of a smallpox eradication 

campaign certain measures were reconnnended by HHO - namely, the use of 

WHO laboratory centres, rigid observance of the International Sanitary 

Regulations in so far as smallpox was concerned, and the use of technical 

advice offered by the Organization. He wondered 'Whether or not the 

Regional Office would consider establishing centres in suitable places 

in the Region to train personnel involved in srmallpox eradication 

campaigns. This would benefit not only those countries 'Which actually 
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carried out eradication activities but also those "Which had not had the 

disease for a long time. 

With reference to the Cambodian Government's request for technical 

advice from the Organization on a national smallpox eradication campaign 

for the country, Dr. THOR-PENG-THONG (Cambodia) reported that his 

Government had just had a visit from a representative of the Regional 

Office. Although no concrete recommendations had yet been made, his 

Government fully realized the importance of eradication of smallpox. 

The REGIONAL DIRECI'OR stated that he was very grateful to the 

representative from the Philippines for making this proposal and he 

assured him that the suggestion would be given due attention in the 

coming years. 

Dr. REDSHAW (Australia) stated that the Australian Government was 

interested in the clinical diagnosis of smallpox but it believed that 

any training would have to be done where there were sufficient clinical 

cases to observe and his delegation wondered whether training facilities 

could be set up 'Where there was endemic smallpox. 

The REGIONAL DIRECI'OR stated that the remarks of the Australian 

representative were very important. At the moment, 'What he had in mind 

was to work with the South-East Asia Region 'Where there were many 

clinical cases in Calcutta and other places. It might be possible to 

make arrangements with South-East Asia so that fellows could be placed 

in areas 'Where such diseases occur. 

Dr. REDSHAW thanked the Regional Director for his remarks and added 

that procedure had been adopted by the Australian Government last year. 
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Six medical officers had been sent to Calcutta and this year, two medical 

officers had gone to Madras. On both occasions, they had received 

excellent clinical training in smallpox and he believed that any medical 

officer sent to those areas would be very happily situated. 

Activities of the EPidemiological Intelligence Station (pages 52-36) 

Dr. KIM stated that he would like to discuss briefly the problem 

of Japanese B. encephalitis Which was one of the most dreadful diseases 

in his country. Last year, 6000 cases had been reported and this year, 

before he left his country, the known cases already .numbered more than 

thousand. He understood that Japanese B. encephalitis was one of the 

common diseases in the Region and also that encephalitis was a world

wide disease. To control the disease, a comprehensive study on its 

epidemiology and others was needed. He knew that extensive research 

work was being done in many countries (Taiwan, Japan and in the United 

states of America) and he thought that this was now an appropriate time 

to recommend the holding of some sort of a meeting, perhaps a seminar 

or a conference, to exchange information on Japanese B. encephalitis 

and other arthropod-borne encephalitis. 

Dr. OSBORNE wished to associate himself with the remarks made by 

the representative of Korea and suggested that the Regional Director 

in preparing for the next budget presentation, might take into 

consideration the possibility of organizing an inter-regional seminar 

in this field. 

Dr. YEN also supported the proposal and suggested that this might 

be organized in 1961 if there were savings, if not, it should be included 

in the budget at a later time. 
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The REGIONAL DIREorOR stated that he was very much interested in the 

suggestion made and he assured the Committee that at the first opportunity, 

arrangements would be made to convene either a study group or a seminar on 

this very important disease. 

Dr. AZURIN stated that the Philippine delegation would like to express 

its deepest thanks to the Director of the Epidemiological Intelligence 

Station in Singapore for the co-operation Which he had extended during the 

past year. He wished to state that last year, through no fault of the 

Singapore station, there had been a time lag in the reporting of cholera 

cases from the Thailand area. He understood that at least a week had 

passed before official notification from Singapore had reached neigh-

bouring countries. He believed the time lag important because during 

that period countries were wide open to the introduction of the disease. 

Dr. REDSHAW wished to associate himself with the remarks made by 

the Philippine delegate. The Epidemiological Intelligence Station in 

Singapore was to the Government of Australia a very important service 

rendered by WHO, and it was very appreciative of the services received 

in the past. He should like to emphasize that under no circumstances 

should this activity be diminished or its importance lessened. On their 

part, they were very anxious to learn quickly of any outbreak of 

quarantinable disease and their problem was to learn When an area had 

been declared free. It was really a matter for the government I s health 

authority in the area to keep the Station informed and his delegation 

would like to urge all governments to infonn the Station irrnnediately of 

any outbreak and also of the last case. 
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Part III - S;pecial evaluation summaries (pages 37-44) 

Dr. OSBORNE wished to make a comment not only on the project them

selves but on the new activity which had blossomed in the Regional 

Director's report. The list of projects completed and the eValuation 

statements had been very useful to them in their own activities and he 

would like to congratulate the Regional Director and those who assisted 

him in preparing this review of projects. 

Part IV - Project list (pages 45-86) 

The CHAIRMAN introduced Part IV stating that it covered pages 45 

to 86, and asked if there were any comments on it as a whole. 

Dr. RAJ! MOHAMED (Federation of Malaya) referred to page 59, to 

the Rural Health Training Centre project in Jitra and requested that 

a correction be made in the paragraph under 'Hork during the period 

under review;' I six health inspectors' should be amended to read "six 

sanitary overseers'. 

Dr. WIJSMULIER (Netherlands) stated that he would like to take the 

opportunity to thank the Regional Office not only for the way it had 

handled his Government's request for technical assistance for an 

environmental sanitation project in a rural area in the Island of 

Biak, but also all other requests. 

Dr. TRUONG referring to lYHO assistance to Viet Nam, stating that 

satisfactory work had been done and good results had been obtained 

in the maternal and child health project, in environmental sanitation, 

tuberculosis and malaria as had been mentioned before. The Area 
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Representative stationed in Saigon has been very useful in the implemen

tation of these programmes and he should like to thank him here. In 

maternal and child health, assistance would continue until 1960 and 

they would like to see this programme continue until 1961, if possible. 

They would like to thank Dr. Fang for having arranged to extend the 

environmental sanitation project up to 1961. 

Dr. YEN stated that he had studied in detail the comprehensive 

and clear.cut report which was excellently presented by the Regional 

Director. He noted with satisfaction the trend towards long-term 

planning and the integration of WHO.assisted projects into the regular 

national health services. The progress made, particularly in the field 

of malaria eradication, improvement of sanitation, maternal and child 

health services and venereal disease control, was very heartening. The 

number of intra.regional and inter.regional seminars held and fellow· 

ships given to inter.regional study tours had increased. Dr. Yen 

considered all these good undertakings and should be commended. The 

new activities of programme analysis and evaluation were also extremely 

useful. The report, as a whole, covered most of the important health 

programmes carried out in the Region. Dr. Yen thanked Dr. Fang and his 

able staff, both in the Regional Office and in the field, for the 

excellent services rendered to Member governments and, in particular, 

to the Government of China. 

Dr. REDSHAW also paid tribute to the work that had been done in 

the Western Pacific Region. He said that he had studied this comPre. 

hensive report which gave the representatives an idea of the tremendous 

work which had been done in this area for the Member States. He recalled 
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that the Regional Committee and the Regional Office were a conception 

'Which started in the Interim Commission in 1947. Today it was a 

tremendous undertaking and the Regional Director should be congratulated, 

together with his staff. He added that his Government had had pleasant 

relations with the Regional Director personally and the other staff 'Who 

had come to his terri tory • 

Dr. TRUONG thanked the Regional Director and his staff for the 

excellent presentation of his annual report. The study of the report 

enabled him to compare what other governments in the Region were doing, 

and this information would help his C,overnment in the implementation of 

its programmes. 

Dr. AZUBIN, Dr. THOR-PENG-THONG, Dr. OSBORNE, Dr. KAWAKAMI (Japan), 

Dr. DEMPSl'ER (New Zealand.), Dr. KIM, Dr. HAJ! MOHAMED and Dr. DA ROSA 

(Portugal) all expressed the formal thanks of their Governments for the 

work done by the Regional Office during the period under review. 

On behalf of the United Kingdom representatives, Dr. TENG wished 

to congratulate the Regional Director and his staff for the very compre

hensive and lucid report which indicated the hard work and far-sighted 

planning of the Regional Office and hoped that in later years this 

pattern of reporting would be followed. He also wished to associate 

himself with the views of the representatives 'Who had already spoken. 

Medecin-Colonel DEMANGE (France) remarked that the French Govern

ment wished to associate itself with the statements of all the other 

representatives to the Regional Director and his staff for their work 

and suggested that the report be approved by acclamation. 
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Dr. WIJSMULIER also wished to associate himself with the remarks 

made and would like to take the opportunity to express the satisfaction 

of his Government on the fact that the designation of the territory 

administered by his Government was now recognized in the Secretariat 

of the United Nations. 

The CHAIRMAN referred to the suggestion made by the representative 

from France Who had asked that the Committee accept the report of the 

Regional Director by acclamation. As there were no further comments, 

this was agreed. 

The REGIONAL DIREcrOR stated that he was once again very deeply 

touched by the kind words from all the representatives. He said that 

he was very fortunate in that he had a very competent, devoted and 

dedicated group of staff in his office, as well as in the field. He 

was also fortunate in having Governments Who were very sympathetiC, 

very helpful and had always been ready to give him guidance and advice. 

In going over the report, the Regional Director said that he had been 

reminded of certain things and again it was the spirit which animated 

this cOnnnittee, that spirit which would guide him in his future work. 

The REGIONAL DIREcrOR then thanked all the representatives not only 

for their kind words for him and his staff but also for their assistance 

and guidance Which he hoped would continue in the years to come. 

The CHAIRMAN then asked the rapporteurs to draft the resolution 

adopting the Regional Director's report. 
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4 REPOtn' ON ACCOMMODA!rION-FOR THE WEsrERN PACIFIC REGIONAL OFFICE: 
Item12 of the Agenda (Document Y[P/RClO/5) 

The SECRETARY informed the Committee that it was not possible to 

present a final figure on costs as there were still some unliquidated 

balances. However, he envisaged no difficulties in meeting all the 

expenses incurred within the total of us$672 000. The attention of the 

Commi ttee was also drawn to the illustrated brochure on the building, 

copie~ of which had been distributed to representatives. 

Dr. YEN thanked the Regional Director for his report. He also 

expressed his Government's appreciation for the generosity of all the 

governments who had contributed to the building, particularly the 

Government of the Philippines, for providing the site and giving a 

large share of the contributions. 

The SECRETARY referred to the list of contributors, from which it 

would be seen that there were few countries omitted. He said that he 

had received some enquiries as to why the Governments of France and the 

United states of America were not approached for contributions to the 

building fund. His reason for not dOing so was because the united states 

Government had been paying one -third of ,\-lli0' s expenses, and the French 

Government had already contributed to the WHO Regional Office for Africa. 

It was felt, therefore, that they should not be asked to make any further 

contributions. 

The SECRETARY then thanked all the Member governments for making 

it possible to have an office which everyone could be proud of, not 

only in the Western Pacific Region but iiliO as a whole. 
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The rapporteurs were then requested by the CHAIRMAN to draft a 

resolution on this item. 

5 RESOLUrIONS OF REGIONAL INl'EREsr ADOPrED BY THE TWENl'Y-THIRD AND 
TWENrY-FOURrH SESSIONS OF THE EXECl1.rlVE BOARD AND THE TWELFrH 
WORLD HEAIJrH ASSEMBLY: Item 13 of the Agencl.4 (Documents WP /RC10/6 
and Add.l) . 

5.1 Method of !ppotnting Regional Directors (resolution EB23.R51) 

The Committee noted that the Executive Board had decided at its 

twenty.-third session that it was unnecessary to make any changes in the 

practice followed so far in appointing regional directors. 

5.2 Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the Specialized 
encies: Status of Accessio:p.s·· to tbe Convention and to Annex VII 

thereof resolution WHAl2. 

The SECRmARY informed theComm,1 ttee that the Member States in the 

western Pacific Region which had acceded to the Convention were Cambodia, 

Netherlands, Philippines, and the United Kingdom. In addition, the 

Government of New Zealand had informed the Director-General that it had 

decided to accede to the Convention. This accession would have the 

effect of applying the Convention not only to New Zealand, but also 

to the Cook Islands, the Tokelau Islands and the Trust Territory of 

western Samoa. It was hoped that the other Member states in the Region 

would accord to the Organization the benefits of the privileges and 

immunities which this convention and its annex provided. 

The CHAIRMAN thanked the Secretary for his explanation and urged 

representatives of Member governments that had not acceded to the 

Convention to do so. 
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Dr. YEN remarked that since these resolutions were made by the 

Executive Board of the Assembly, it ",as only necessary for the Committee 

to take note of them. 

The SECRETARY replied that the first resolution dealing with the 

method of appointing regional directors was for information of the 

Committee; the second resolution which dealt vith the Convention on the 

Privileges and I~nunities 01' the Specialized Agencies was not only for 

information of the representatives but it was hoped they would bear this 

in mind, and when the opportunity arose, bring the matter to the 

attention of their governments. 

Dr. KIM remarked that his Government was considering the question 

of accession to the Convention. 

The CHAIRMAN requested the rapporteurs to draft an appropriate 

resolution on this item. 

6 crEER BUSINESS 

The CHAIRMAN stated that the Federation of Malaya had just submitted 

a health report Which would be distributed to the representatives. He 

thanked the representative from Malaya for the report. 

The meeting adjourned at 11.55 a.m. 
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.ANNEX 1 

You have done my country and myself a great honour by electing me 

Chairman of the tenth session of the Regional Committee for the Western 

Pacific of the W·orld Health Organization. I am most grateful for your 

confidence. I shall need your full co-operation and assistance so as 

to enable me to discharge my duties as your Chairman. As I have to 

conduct this meeting in a language 'Which is not my own, I hope you will 

have patience with me and help me to overcome any difficulty that might 

arise. 

Referring to the Ninth Annual Report of the Regional Director, 'Which 

the Committee will consider under Item 9 of the Agenda, I am happy to 

note that further progress has been made by the Organization in the 

promotion of health within our Region during the past years. Undoubtedly, 

governments should be encouraged, and given assistance if required, to 

strengthen their public health administrations and services, for we 

firmly believe in the basic principles laid down in the Constitution 

of our Organization that -the health of all peoples is fundamental 

to the attainment of peace and security and is dependent upon the fullest 

co-operation ofindi viduals and states", and that "governments have a 

responsibility for the health of their peoples which can be fulfilled 

only by the provision of adequate health and social measures.' 
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An accomplishment in the past year worthy of mention was the 'With

drawal of international personnel from five liRO-assisted projects when 

the governments concerned found themselves in the happy situation of 

being able to carry on these projects without further assistance. The 

seeds sown several years ago have borne fruits. 

Addi tional funds proVided by the Malaria Eradication Special Account 

have made possible a considerable expansion of the malaria eradication 

programme 'Within the Region.. We have been told, however, that a very 

much greater contribution is requested for the Special Account from 

Member States if the Organization I s malaria eradication programme is 

to be succe,ssful. 

It is gratifying to know that complete control of yaws in the major 

endemic areas is in sight. We may expect to see the eradication of the 

disease 'Within the Region before long. 

Since a very large majority of the population within this region 

live in rural areas, you will perhaps agree with me that the Organiza

tion should do more to assist governments in the development of their 

rural health services. While significant progress has already been 

made in this field in recent years, a great deal more has yet to be 

done, particularly in the training of professional and auxiliary staff 

for rural health services. Efforts made in some areas to include yaws 

and other endemic disease control in the rural health programme are in 

the right direction of development. 

Increased emphasis on environmental sanitation in recent years 

has met a definite need of the Region. As a result of the first Zonal 
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Seminar on the Collection, Disposal and Utilization of Organic Wastes 

held in Taiwan in October/November 1956, special interest in the 

possibilities of composting of municipal refuse and night-soil has been 

aroused. Several countries have completed pilot composting plants and 

have also installed full-scale plants. Improvement of water and sewerage 

facilities is expensive, but continued efforts should be made to convince 

governments that the capital investments in such facilities are essential 

not only for promotion of health of the people, but also for general 

economic development of a country. 

The value of inter-country programme has been repeatedly emphasized 

by this committee in previous sessions. Of interest to note is the wide 

range of subjects covered last year. It is at these seminars and 

conferences that participants from well-developed and developing countries 

will share with one another their experiences. This is one form of 

mutual assistance which helps to bring about better international under

standing and co-operation. 

I have mentioned only a few of the major accomplishments of the 

Organization under the capable direction of our Regional Director and 

have indicated briefly some of my personal views on their relative 

importance. I do not wish to take up too much of your time by 

elaborating any further, for we have to deal with a rather extensive 

agenda. 

Fellow representatives, I thank you again for your kindness. 


